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Solving systems with matrices worksheet answer key

There are many different equations in the number of numbers. You'll find linear equations, quad-step equations, block equations, and even madnies. You are here, reading this, which means you know what their matrix and basic applications are. Remember. These equations take the form AX=B., where A, B, and X are mamn. A is the mxn matrix of constants, B is the axis of the roots, and X is
the cxd of variables. You can use this system to solve linear equations and even use it to write linear equations. You can form a number matrix by taking only the variations of variables for each equation and placing them in a row of the matrix. For example, if there is an equation: 4x - 2y = 8 and 3x + 6y = 12 of your conversions will be written as [4/3 -2/6]. These spreadsheets explain how to
convert a 2 x 2 or 3 x 3 matrix into a linear equation and vice versa. Equations are simple to add and subtract. Page 2 [Home] This worksheet is a PDF document. You'll need Adobe Acrobat Reader to see a spreadsheet or answer. Each spreadsheet can include a few pages, scrolling down to see everything. Issue 1: Solving the linear equation system is given below using the matrix. x - 2y =
252x + 5y = 4Problem 2 :Solve the linear equation system given below by matrix. x + y + 2z = 132y + z = 52x - y = 6Problem 3 :Solve the linear equation system given below using the matrix. 2x + 3y = 87x - 2y = 3Problem 4 :Solving the linear equation system given below using the matrix. 2x - 3y - z = 2x + 2y + 3z = 155x + y - z = 4 Answer key problem details 1:Solve the system of linear
equations given below using matrices. x - 2y = 252x + 5y = 4Solution : Write the matrix performance of the equation system. Each equation corresponds to a matrix now to solve a linear system of equations using a matrix, analyze and apply the appropriate row operations to transform the matrix into its reduced row echelon form. Cause the first row with 2 and the second row with 3. Replace
the first row with r1 - r2. Divide the second row by 3. Divide the first row by -19. First line by -5. Replace the second row with r1 +r2. Divide the first row by -5 and the second row by 2. First and second row shipping. The final matrix is in the form of reduced row echelon and it allows us to find the values of x and y. Therefore, the solution of the linear equation system is (7, -2)That is,x = 7 and y
= - 2Justification : Check whether the values x = 7 and y = -2 meet both equations. Issue 2: Solving the linear equation system is given below using the matrix. x + y + 2z = 132y + z = 52x - y = 6Solution :Write the matrix performance of the equation system. Each equation corresponds to a matrix now As we did in issue 1, apply the operation appropriate to convert the matrix into a reduced
form of echelon row. (B) - 2(A) becomes (D) (D) + 4(C) becomes (E) (E) division 5 becomes (G) Switch (G) and (F). Now (H) matches the reduced echelon form row. 2(H) - (I) becomes (J) Human (J) equals -1. Now (M) fits the echelon form of reduced row. (K) - (L) becomes (N) (N) - 2(O) becomes (P). The final matrix is in the form of reduced row echelon and it allows us to find the values of
x, y and z. Therefore, the solution of the linear equation system is (3, 0, 5)That is, x = 3, y = 0 and z = 5Justification : Check whether the values x = 3 and y = 0 and z = 5 meet certain systems of linear equations. Issue 3: Solve the linear equation system given below using the matrix. 2x + 3y = 87x - 2y = 3Solution : A certain system has two linear equations. So we have to solve the problem as
we did in problem 1. When we do so, we will get the following solution: (1, 2)That is, x = 1 and y = 2Problem 4 : Solve the linear equation system given below using the matrix. 2x - 3y - z = 2x + 2y + 3z = 155x + y - z = 4Solution : The system has given three linear equations. So we have to solve the problem as we did in problem 2. When we do so, we will get the following solution: (2, -1, 5)That
is, x = 2, y = - 1 and z = 5 In addition to the things given above, if you need any other tools in math, please use our custom google search here. If you have any feedback on our mathematical content, please send us a letter: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback. You can also visit the following sites about the different content in math. WORDHCF and LCM problems from
ProblemWord simple equation problems From the problem of linear equations Issues from on the equation tier twoAlgebra from the problemWord problems on trainsArea and the circaferness from the problemWord issues of direct variations and inverse variations From the problem of unit price from the problem on the unit rate From the problem of comparing ratesConverting Customary units
from the issue Convert the unit figures from issueWord on simple concernsWord issues about compound interestWord issues about the type of additional angles and additional angles from the problemDouble events from the problemTrigonometry from the problemPer issues from the center Issues from profit and loss Mark and mark issues from the tithing Issues from tithing From the issue of
rationIngA problem of fractrionsA step equation from problemsLinear inequality from problemsRatio and the rate of problems froma time and work from problemsWord problems on land and vennsWord problems on the story of agesPythagorean the thetator from the problemOn some issues fromWord issues of continuous speedWord problems on average speed From the problem on the
whole of a triangle is 180 degreeOTHER THEME Profit and take shortcutPercentage shortcutsTimes table table Speed and distance shortcutsRatio and ratio shortcutsDomain and the range of reasonable functionsDomain and the range of functions reasonable with holesGraphing function reasonable function with holesConverting repeated decimal in to fractionsThe decimal form of
reasonable number Find the second-tier base using long divisionL.C.M. methods to solve the problem of time and workTranslating the word problems in the expression of digitalremainder when 2 powers 256 are divided by 17Remainder when 17 powers 23 are divided for 16Sum of all three digits divided by 6Sum of all three numbers divided by 7Sum of all three digits divided by 8Sum of all
three digits formed using 1 , 3, 4Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed with non-equal digitsSum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyright onlinemath4all.com SBI! Related topics: Many lessons for grade 9 Math Table Examples, videos, spreadsheets, solutions, and activities to help Great Number students
learn how to solve the system of equations using the inverse of the matrix. How do I write a matrix equation from an equation system? How to solve an equation system using a matrix equation? Solving linear systems using matrix number one of the most commonly used applications of square matrix is solving linear equation systems. Methods of solving linear equation systems use matrix
numbering much more efficiently than manually calculating systems using alternative. This is especially true when handling systems of 3 or more variables. The two methods of matrix numbering include reducing rows and finding inverses. How to solve an equation system using a matrix equation? Computer graphing is integrated into the lesson. Matrix to solve an equation system Use the
inverse of a matrix to solve an equation system. Show Step-by-step solutions Use a matrix to resolve an in-some system of two equations. The number is expressed in a step-by-step method to get the equation into the reduced row echelon form. The check for solutions is also displayed. Solving a linear equation system using inverse display step by step solution system equation - matrix
method A tutorial on how to solve a simple system of equations using matrix method or inverse method Show step by step solution Try the mathway computer for free and solve the problem below to practice various mathematical topics. Try the given examples or enter your own problem and check your answer with like step by step. We welcome your feedback, comments and questions about
this site or page. Please submit your feedback or request via our Feedback page. This section includes: Introduction to Matrix A Matrix (Lotn number matrix) is kind of like an information box where you are tracking things both right left (column) and up and down (row). Usually a matrix contains numbers or expressions of numbers. You may have heard the matrix called array, especially in
computer science. For example, if you have three sisters, and you want an easy way to store their age and number of shoes, you can store this information in one matrix. Ma trận thực tế nằm bên trong và bao gồm các dấu ngoặc đơn: \(\displaystyle \begin{array}
{l}\,\\,\,\,\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\\,\\,\\\\\,\\\\,\\,\\\,\\\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\,\\\,\\\\\\,\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\,\\\\\\\\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\,\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\\,\\\\,\\\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\,\\,\\\\\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\\\\,\\,\,\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\,\\,\\\\,\\\array}{\{20}{c}} {\text{Ashley}} &amp; {\text{Emma}} &amp; {\text{Chloe}} \end{array}\\\begin{array}{*{20}{c {\text{Age}} \\ {\text{Number of Shoes}} \end{array}\text{ }\left[ {\begin{array}{*
{20}{c}} {\text{23}} &amp; {\,\,\,\\\,\,\,\,\,\text{18}} &amp; {\,\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\text, văn bản{15}} \\ \text{5} &amp; {\ ,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{23}} &amp; {\,\\,\,\,\\,\,\\,\text{12}} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) Matrices are called multi-dimensional because we have data stored in different directions in the grid. The size of this matrix is 2 x 3 or 2 by 3, since we have 2 rows and 3 columns. (You always go
down first, and then over to get the size of the matrix). Again, the matrix is great for storing numbers and variables – and also great for solving equation systems, which we'll see later. Each number or variable inside the matrix is called an entry or an item, and can be determined by the lower index. For example, for the matrix above, Ashley's Pair number (5) will be defined as \
({{a}_{{2,1}}}}}}}}}}),), because it is in row 2 and it is the first entry. Add and Subtract The Matrix Let's look at a matrix that contains numbers and see how we can add and subtract the matrix. Let's say you're in an avid reader, and in June, July and August you've read fiction and nonfiction books, and magazines, both in paper and online copies. You want to keep track of how many different
types of books and magazines you read and store that information in the matrix. Here's the information, and what it will look like in matrix form: August 6 Online Paper Fiction 2 4 Nonfiction 3 1 Magazine 4 5 Online Paper Fiction 3 2 Non-Fiction 1 1 Magazine 5 3 Paper Online Fiction 1 3 Non-Fiction 2 3 Magazine 4 6 Matrix Form : \(\left[ {\start{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 4 \\ \begin{array}
{l}3\\4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}1\\5\end{array} \end{array}} \right)\) : \(\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 3 &amp; 2 \\ \begin{array}{l}1\\5\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}1\\3\end{array} \end{array}} \right)\) Matrix Form: \(\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 1 3 \\ \begin{array}{l}2\\4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}3\\6\end{array} \end{array}} \right]\) We can add a matrix if the sizes are the same;
Since the three mamn are all 3 by 2, we can add them. For example, if we want to biết tổng số của mỗi loại sách / tạp chí chúng ta đọc, chúng ta có thể thêm từng phần tử để có được tổng: \(\displaystyle \require{cancel} \color{#800000}{{\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 4 \\ \begin{array}{l}3\\4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}1\\5\end{array} \right]\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 3 &amp;
2 \\ \begin{array}{l}1\\\5\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}1\\3\end{array} \end{array}} \right]\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\trái[\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 3 \\ \begin{array}{l}2\\4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}3\6\end{array} \end{array}} \right]}}\,\,\,\,\,\left[{\begin{array}{*{20}{c }} {2+3+1} &amp; {4+2+3} \\ \begin{array}{l}3+1+2\\4+5+4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}{l}1+1+3\\\5+3+6\end{array} \end{array}}
\right]\ ,\,\\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 6 &amp; 9 \\ 6 &amp; 5 \\ {13} &amp; {14} \end{array}} \right)\) So we can see that we read 6 paper novels, 9 online novels, 6 nonfiction books, 5 online nonfiction books and 13 paper and 14 online magazines. We can also subtract the matrix in the same way. If we want to see how many books and magazines we would have read in August if we had
doubled what we actually read, we could have doubled the August matrix with number 2. This is called a matrix ini person; dynamic is only a single number that we cause with each entry. Note that this is not the same as by bya by two matrix (which we'll go next): \(\displaystyle \color{#800000}{{2\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 3 \\ \begin {array}{l}2\\4\end{array} &amp; \begin{array}
{l}3\\\\6\end{array} \end{array}} \right}}}\,=\left[{\begin{array}{{{20}{{c}} {1\2} &amp; {3\2} \\ {2\times 2} &amp; {3\times 2} \\ {4\times 2} &amp; {6\2} \end{array}} \right]\,=\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 6 \\ 4 &amp; 6 \\ 8 &amp; {12} \end{array}} \right\) Matrix Human Matrix is a little more complicated. First of all, you can only cause the matrix if the size matches; the second (column) of the
first matrix must match the first (row) of the second matrix, or you cannot cause them to be used. Think of it as the same as the right internal dimensions, and the result size of the new matrix is the outer dimensions. Here's an example of how the size matrix works: Pay attention to the middle or inner dimensions of the first matrix to be the same (in this case 2) and the new matrix has the outer
or outer dimensions of the first two mast (3 by 5). Now, let's make a practical example to see how the human being works. Let's say we want to find the final score for 3 girls, and we know what their average score is for tests, projects, homework and puzzles. We also know that the tests are 40% score, 15% project, 25% homework, and puzzles Here's the data we have: Student Tests Projects
Homework Quizzes Alexandra 92 100 89 80 Megan 72 72 80 75 Brittney 88 78 85 92 Type Weight Test 40% (.4) Project 15% (.15) Homework 25% (.25) 20% Puzzle (.2) Organize the following data into two mamnies, and perform matrix human permission to find the final point for Alexandra, Megan and Brittney. To do this, you must cause the following way: Matrix by the person Think of
turning the first matrix to the right and aside, by each number by the numbers in the second matrix, and then adding them together. For example, \(\begin{array}{l}\color{brown}{{\left( {92\times .4} \right)+\left( {100\times .15} \right)+\left( {89\times .25} \right)+\left( {80\times .2} \right)=90.05}}\\\color{blue}{{\left( {72\times .4} \right)+\left( {85\times .15} \right)+\left( {80\times .25} \right)+\left(
{75\times .2} \right)=76.55}}\\\color{green}{{\left( {88\times .4} \right)+\left( {78\times .15} \right)+\left( {85\times .25} \right)+\left( {92\times .2} \right)=86.55}}\end{array}\) Just remember when you put matrices together with matrix multiplication, the columns (what you see across) on the first matrix have to correspond to the rows down on the second matrix. You should end up with items
corresponding to the items of each row in the first matrix. For example, with the above issue, the columns of the first matrix are all related to Tests, Projects, Homework, and Puzzles (points). Row down on the second matrix each has something to do with four similar items (weight of layer). But then we ended up with information about the three girls (found down on the first matrix). Alexandra
has a 90, Megan has a 77, and Brittney has an 87. See how good this is?  The matrix is really useful for a lot of applications in real life! Now let's make another example; let's turn up the following mamn: Don't worry; Maybe most of the time you will do matrix spells that will be in the computer! Oh, there's one more thing! Keep in mind that the matrix is not a variable (the order in which it makes
a difference), but a combination (you can change the matrix group as you cause them). The human matrix is also distributed (you can push through the matrix through parentheses), as long as the matrix of the correct size is increased. Matrix in computer graph computer TI graphing computer is great for matrix operations! Here are some basic steps for storing, multiplying, adding, and
subtracting matrices: Matrices in the Calculator – Steps and Screens Let's multiply the following matrix using the calculator: \(\color{#800000}{{{\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; {-1} \\ 3 &amp; 2 \\ 7 &amp; 5 \end{array}} \right]\,\times \,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 0 &amp; {-4} &amp; 3 &amp; 1 &amp; 4 \\ 6 &amp; 7 &amp; 2 &amp; 9 &amp; {-3} \end{array}} \right]\,\,}}\,=\,\left[ {\begin{array}
{*{20}{c}} {-6} &amp; {-15} &amp; 4 &amp; {-7} &amp; {11} \\ {12} &amp; 2 &amp; {13} &amp; {21} &amp; 6 \\ &amp; 7 &amp; {31} &amp; {52} &amp; {13} \end{array}} \right\) (Note that you can also enter the matrix using ALPHA ZOOM and arrow keys in a newer graph computer.) We'll learn other ways to use the computer with the matrix a little later. The deciding factors, Matrix Inverse, and
Identity Matrix Soon we will solve the equation system using the matrix, but we need to learn a few mechanical first! Most square (same down and horizontal) mamnmeters have what we call decisions, which we will need to get the inverse of that matrix. The inverse of the matrix is what we cause that square matrix to get the matrix identified. We will use the inverse of the matrix to solve the
equation systems; inverses will allow us to take variables on one side on our own (such as regular ao numbers). You will solve them mainly using your computer, but you will also have to learn how to get them manually. Note that matrix protocol can be specified by \(\det \left[ \text{A} \right]\) or \(\left| \text{A} \right|\), and matrix inverse by \{{\text{A}}}{{{-1}}}}). Let's do some examples and first
get the decision of the matrix (which we can easily get on a computer!). The decision is always just a directionless (number), and you'll see it with two lines around the matrix: Matrix decides to take computer notes 2 by 2 matrix: With a matrix 2 by 2, you start with the upper left corner, diagonally down, and then subtract the product that you diagonally descend from the top right corner. To store
the matrix, tap and you will get a screen with NAME, MATH and EDIT, where you can identify, perform operations and edit (store) the matrix. To enter the size of the matrix, press twice so edit is highlighted; then press ENTER. Then type 3, ENTER, 3, ENTER, (for example, for matrix 3 by 3) and enter each value (row at a time), followed by ENTER. This stores the first matrix in [A]. After you
have stored the square matrix, press, and then press once so that the MATH is marked. Press ENTER or 1 for det(. Then type and press ENTER for matrix [A], or scroll to the matrix you want. Then press ENTER again and you'll get the decision! If the matrix is not square or there is no deciding factor, you will encounter an error. Matrix 3 by 3 (Method 1): Matrix 3 by 3 (Method 2): With a 3-by-
3 matrix, there are a few ways to get the consciousness. First, you can use the decisions of 2 by 2 matrix: (Method 1): By each number of the top with the number of matrix 2 equal to 2 that you get by surpassing the other numbers in the row and column of that top number. For the medium term, you must subtract. There are other ways to get the deciding factor of 3 by 3 matrix; here's how I like
to do it: (Method Repeat the first two columns on the outside to the right of the matrix. Then start with with left corner, diagonally down and add three products (move to right). Then, start over from the upper-right corner, diagonally down and subtract those three products (move left). Now let's use the decision to get the inverse of a matrix. We will only work with 2 by 2 mast, as you will probably
be able to use the computer for larger madn. Note again that only square matrices have inverses, but there are square matrices that don't have one (when the determinant is 0): Matrix Inverse Notes Calculator For Matrix \(A\), inverse is \({{A}^{{-1}}}\): \(\displaystyle \text{Inverse }\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {{{a}_{{11}}}} &amp; {{{a}_{{12}}}} \\ {{{a}_{{21}}}} &amp; {{{a}_{{22}}}} \end{array}}
\right]=\frac{1}{{\det A}}\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {{{a}_{{22}}}} &amp; {-{{a}_{{12}}}} \\ {-{{a}_{{21}}}} &amp; {{{a}_{{11}}}} \end{array}} \right]\) Examples: \(\displaystyle \color{#800000}{{\text{Inverse }\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 3 &amp; 1 \\ 4 &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]}}=\frac{1}{{20}}\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 8 &amp; {-1} \\ {-4} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}}
{\frac{2}{5}} &amp; {-\frac{1}{{20}}} \\ {-\frac{1}{5}} &amp; {\frac{3}{{20}}} \end{array}} \right]\) \(\displaystyle \color{#800000}{{\text{Inverse }\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 3 &amp; 6 \\ 2 &amp; 4 \end{array}} \right]}}=\frac{1}{0}\left[ {\begin{array}{*{ 20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]=\text{No Inverse}\) By definition, the inverse of the matrix is the opposite of the decision, by the
switch-op matrix: the diagonal switch starts from the top left and goes against the diagonal starting from the upper right. Note that when the decision is 0, the response is ermed; therefore, there is no inverse matrix. After you've saved the square matrix in [A], type and press ENTER for matrix [A] or scroll to the matrix you want. Then press (no 2 before it), and ENTER to get the inverse matrix.
You can press MATH ENTER (for Frac) to get the matrix in a segment: Note that the matrix, which is due to its inverse, if it is defined, will always lead to what we call the Identity Matrix: \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{*{20} {{c}} 3 &amp; 1 \\ 4 &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\,\times \,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} {\frac{2}{5}} &amp; {-\frac{1}{{20}}} \\ {-\frac{1}{5} } &amp; {\frac{3}{{20}}} \end{array}}
\right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 0 \\ 0 &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right\). An identification matrix has 1 along the diagonal starting with the upper left, and 0 everywhere else. When you cause a square matrix to identify matrix, you just need to get that matrix back: \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 3 &amp; 1 \\ 4 &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\,\times \,\left[ {\begin{array }{{*{20}{c}}
1 &amp; 0 \\ 0 &amp; 1 \end{array}} {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 3 &amp; 1 \\ 4 &amp; 8 8 \right]\). Think of an identifien matrix as one of the common causes (human identification) and the inverse matrix as a converse (inverse). Solving the system with the Matrix Why do we do all this crazy math? Because we can solve the system with the inverse of a matrix, because inverse is like dividing to get
variables all alone on one side. To solve systems with a matrix, we use \(\displaystyle X={{A}^{-1}}}}B\). This is why, if you are interested in the theory (the right column provides an example with the usual cause).. (I'm the identification matrix.) \(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,AX=B\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,5x=10\\{{A}^{{-1}}}AX={{A}^{{-
1}}}B\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\frac{1}{5}\cdot 5x=\frac{1}{5}\cdot 10\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,IX={{A}^{{-1}}}B\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,1x=2\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,X={{A}^{{-1}}}B\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,x=2\end{array}\) Let's take the system of equations that we worked with earlier and show that it can be solved using matrices: Convert System to Matrices Solve with Matrices
Calculator \(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}(1)x+(1)y=\text{ }6\\25x+50y=200\end{ array}\) \(\display type \begin{array}{l}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,=\,\,\, Left B\\\[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\ {25} &amp; {50} \end{array}} \right]\,\,\times \,\, \left[ {\start{array}{{{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 6 \\ {200} \end{array }} \right]\end{array}\) \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{*
{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\ {25} &amp; {50} \end{array}} \right]\) is called a number matrix , \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]\) is called a variable matrix and \(\displaystyle \left[ {\{begin array}{{{{20}{c}} 6 \\ {200} \end{array}} \right\) is called a constant matrix. \(\display type \begin{align}\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]&amp;={{{\left[ {\begin{array}
{{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\ {25} &amp; {50} \end{array}} \right]}^{{-1}}}\times \,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 6 \\ {200} \end{end{array}} \right]\\\,\,\,\,&amp;\frac{1}{{25\,}}\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {50} &amp; {-1 \\ {-25} &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right]\times \ ,\left[ {\begin{array}{{20}{c}} 6 \\ {200} \end{array}} \right]\\\\\\\\left; {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; {-\frac{1}{{25}}} \\ {-1} &amp; {\frac{1}{{25}}}
\end{array}} \right]\times \,\left[ {\start{array{}{*{20}{c}} 6 \\{200} \end{array}} \right\\\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\\left[ {\start {}{}{{20}{c}} 2\times 6)+(-\frac{1}{{25}}}\200 times)} \\ {(-1\6)+(\frac{1} {{25}}\200 times)} \end{array}} \right]=\left[{\start{array}{{20}{c}} 4 \\ 2 \right]\end{align}\) \right]\end{align}\) \,\left( {\det \,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\ {25} &amp; {50} \end{array}} \right]=25} \right)\) Set 2 by 2
matrix \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{{array}[ c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\ {25} &amp; {50} \end{array}} \right]\) in [A], and 2 x 1 matrix \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 6 \\{200} \end{array}} \right]\) in [B]. Type, ENTER for matrix [A] (or scroll to the matrix you want). Press to get the inverse of [A]. Then press, scroll down to matrix [B], and type ENTER. Then press ENTER again. Note that
you don't need a times stamp between [A]-1 and [B]. (It is important to note that if we are trying to solve an equation system and the decision turns out to be 0, that system has an infinite number of solutions or no solutions.) Solving systems with reduced row Echelon Form There is another way to solve the system by converting the matrix of a system into reduced row echelon form where we
can put everything into one matrix (called an enhanced matrix). I show how to use this method manually here in the System Resolution section using the Echelon Reduction Sample section, but here I will show you how to easily solve using RREF in a graph computer: Convert the system to RREF Matrix in Computer \(\displaystyle \begin{align}5x-6y-7z&amp;amp;=7\\6x-4y+10z&amp;=-
34\\\2x+4y-3z&amp;=29\end{align}\) \(\display type thị \begin{array}{l}\ ,\,\,\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\,\,\,A\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\,\,\times \,\,\\\,\,\\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\\[trái[ \begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 5 &amp; {-6} &amp; {-7} \\ 6 &amp; {-4} &amp; {10} \\ 2 &amp; 4 &amp; {-3} \end{array}} \right]\times \left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} x \\ \\ begin{array}{l}y\z\end{array} \end{array}} \right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 7 \\ {-34} \\ {29} \end{array}}
\right]\end{array}\) Đặt 3 by 4 ma trận \(\displaystyle \trái[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 5 &amp; {-6} &amp; {-7} &amp; 7 \\ 6 &amp; {- 4} &amp; {10} &amp; {-34} \\ 2 &amp; 4 &amp; {-3} &amp; {29} \end{array}} \right]\) in [A]. After you have stored the square matrix, press, and press once so that the MATH is marked. Tap for B (without ENTER), or scroll up or down to rref( and press ENTER. Then
type and press ENTER for matrix [A], or scroll to the matrix you want. Then press ENTER again and you will have a matrix that looks like this:. Ignore the identification matrix; \(\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\,\,\,2} \\ {\,4} \\ {\\,3} \end{array}} \right)\) is the answer to \(\left[\start{array}{{{20}{c}} x\\ y \\ z \end array{}} Solving matrix equations Below are several other types of matrix problems that you
might see: Matrix Human Issues Make \(P=\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right)\). (a) Find \(2P\), (b) Find \{{P}^{2}}\), (c) Find \(Q\) when \(P\times Q=\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 5 0 \end{array}} \right]\). Solution: (a) When we cause a matrix by an inso mysm (number), we just need to bye all matrix by number. Therefore, \(display type 2P=2\left[
{\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} {2\times 4} &amp; {2\times -6} \\ {2\times -2} &amp; {2\times 8 \end{array}} \right]\,=\left[ {\begin{array}{{array}{{{20}{c}} 8 &amp; {-12} \\ {-4} &amp; {16} \end{array}} \right)\). (b) When we square P, we just need to cause it to be by itself. Do this manually: \(\displaystyle {{P}^{2}}=\,\left[ {\begin{array{}{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\,\times \,\left[
{\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \\right]\,=\left[ {\start{array}{{{20}{c}} {(4\times 4)+(-6\times -2)} &amp; {(4\times -6)+(-6\\ 8)} \\ {(-2\4 times)+(8\times -2)} &amp; {(-2\times -6)+(8\8 times)} \end{array}} \right]\ ,=\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {28} &amp; {-72} \\ {-24} &amp; {76} \end{array}} \right]\) (c) Since \(\displaystyle \,\left [{start{array}{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-
2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\,\times \, Q=\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 5 \\ 0 \end{array}} \right]\), we have \(\displaystyle Q=\\\,{{\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{{\right]}}}}{{-1}}}}}\times \ ,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 5 \\ 0 \end{array}} \right]\) (like when we're dealing with a system). Use our computer to place \(P\) on \([A]\) and \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{*
{20}{c}} 5 \\0 \end{array}} \right]\) in \([B]\). Then \(\displaystyle \,{{\left[A\right]}}^{{{-1}}}}}\times \,\left[ B \right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 2 \\ {.5} \end{array}} \right]\). Matrix Equation Problem: This one is a little more complicated, because it doesn't really look like a system problem, but you solve it the same way: Solve the matrix equation for \(X\) (\(X\) would be a matrix): \(\displaystyle \left[
{\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 \\1 &amp; {-4} \end array{}} \right'x-\ ,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\ ,=\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 5 &amp; 0 \\ {-2} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]\Solution: Add the second matrix to both sides, to get \(X\) and its number matrix alone. Then we'll divide it by the matrix in front \(X\). See the order when we are
inverse (matrix human beings are not variables), and thank goodness for the computer! \(\display type \begin{align}\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 \\ 1 &amp; {-4} \end{array}} \right]\, X-\,\left[ {\\ begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]+\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]&amp;=\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 5 &amp;
0 \\ {-2} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]\ ,+\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]\\\\\\\\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 \\ 1 &amp; {-4} \end{array}} {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 9 &amp; {-6} \\ {-4} &amp; {11} \end{array}} \right]\\X&amp;amp; {{{\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 \\ 1 &amp; {-4} \end{array}} \right]}}} {{-1}}}} \,\trái[ \right]}}}{{-1}}}}\,\trái[ 9 &amp; {-
6} \\ {-4} &amp; {11} \end{array}} \right]\,=\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\frac{{24}}{{11}}} &amp; {\frac{9}{{11}}} \\ {\frac{{17}}{{11}}} &amp; {-\frac{{28}}{{11}}} \end{array}} \right]\end{align}\) View order! We can check again: \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 \\ 1 &amp; {-4} \end{array}} \right]\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} {\tfrac{{24}}{{11}}} &amp; {\tfrac{9}{{11}}} \\ {\tfrac{{17}}
{{11}}} } &amp; {-\tfrac{{28}}{{11}}} \end{array}} \right]-\left[ {\start{array}{{{20}{c}} 4 &amp; {-6} \\ {-6} 2} &amp; 8 \end{array}} \right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 5 &amp; 0 \\ {-2} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right\)? It works! Cramer's Rule Sometimes you'll have to learn Cramer's Rule, which is another way to solve the system with the matrix. Cramer's Rule is named after the Swiss mathematician
Gabriel Cramer, who also did a lot of other neat things with mathematics. Cramer's rules are all about getting the deciding factor of the square matrix used to solve the system. It's really not too difficult; it can only be a lot of work, so again, I will take the freedom of using the computer to do most of the work  Let's just show an example; resolve the following system using the Cramer rule: \
(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}\,2x+3y-\,\,z\,=\,15\\4x-3y-\,\,z\,...,19\\\\,\,x\,-\,3y+\,3z\,=\,-4\end{array}\) the first matrix is a 3 x 3 matrix that contains the numbers of \(x ,y\), and \(z\). Call this the first decision \(D\); \(\displaystyle D=\det \left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 &amp; {-1} \\ 4 &amp; {-3} &amp; {-1} \\ 1 &amp; {-3} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right=-54\). We will now have a matrix called \
({D}_{x}}}\), obtained by throwing away the first column (\(x\)) and replacing the numbers with answer or constant column. Therefore, \(\display type {{D}_{x}}=\det \left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} {\boldsymbol{{15}}} &amp; 3 &amp; {-1} \\ {\boldsymbol{{19}}} &amp; {-3} &amp; {-1} \\ {\boldsymbol{{{-4}}} &amp; {-3} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]=-270\). You can guess what the next deciding factor we
need: \({D}_{y}}}\), which we get by disposing of the second column (\(y\)) of the original matrix and replacing the numbers with constant columns as we did earlier for \(x\). Therefore, \(\display type {{D}_{y}}}}=\det \left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; {\boldsymbol{{15}}} &amp; {-1} \\ 4 &amp; {\boldsymbol{{19}}} &amp; {-1} \\ 1 &amp; {\boldsymbol{{-4}}} &amp; 3 \end{array}} \right]=-54\).
Similarly, \(\display type {{D}_{z}}=\det \left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 &amp; {\boldsymbol{{15}}} \\ 4 &amp; {-3} &amp; {\boldsymbol{{19}}} \\ 1 &amp; {-3} &amp; {\boldsymbol{{{-4}}} \end{array}} \right]=108\). OK, now for the fun and easy part! get answers \(x, y\) and \(z\) to the system, you just need to divide the deciding factors \({D}_{x}}\), \({{D}_{y}}}) and \{{D}_{z}}}), at the decision \
(D\), \(D\), \(\display type \left[ {\begin{array}{{{\{20}{c}} x \\ \begin{array}{l}y\z\end{array} \end{array}} \right]\,=\left[{\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} } {\tfrac{{{D}_{}}}}}}{D}} \\ {\tfrac{{{D}_}}}\\\{tfrac{{D}_{z}}}}}}}}}}}\end{array}} \right]] \,=\\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} {\tfrac{{-270}}{{{-54}}} \\ {\tfrac{{{-54}}}}}{{{-54}} \\ {-54}} \tfrac{{108}}{{-54}}} \end{array}} \right]\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 5 \\ 1 \\ {-2}
\end{array}} \right]\). We now know that \(x=5\), \(y=1\), and \(z=-2\). Note that, like other systems, we can do this for any system with which we have the same equation number as unknowns. The number of solutions when solving the system with the matrix Most of the system problems that you will deal with will only have one solution. (These equations are called independent or consistent.)
But, just as we learned in the Systems of Linear Equations and Word Problems Section here, sometimes we have systems where we don't have solutions or an infinite number of solutions. Without going too much into TheOlogy, let's look at what it looks like when three systems (each one looks like a plane or a piece of paper) have an infinite number of solutions, no solution, and one solution,
respectively: Systems that have an infinite number of solutions (called dependency or coincidence) will have two equations are basically the same. One row of the number matrix (and the corresponding constant matrix) is the multiple of another row. Then it's like you're trying to solve a system with only two equations, but three unknowns. A system with a my myst number of solutions can look



like this: \(\displaystyle \begin{align}2x+2y-\,z\,&amp;=16\\4x+4y-2z&amp;=32\\\\\\\,\,\,x\,3y+3z&amp;===-4\end{align{}\). The system without a solution (called inappropriate) will have a row of matrix numbers another multiple, but the matrix of the number will not have this. Therefore, a system without a solution might look like this: \(\displaystyle \begin{align}2x+2y-\,z\,&amp;=16\\4x+4y-
2z&amp;=\\,10\\\\\\,\,x\,\\,3y+3z&amp;==-4\end{align}\). When you try to type the system in your computer (using the matrix), you will get an error since the decision of the matrix will be 0. This is called a singly matrix and the computer will tell you the same: Also, if you put these systems in a matrix 3 by 4 and use RREF, you will be able to see what is happening. For systems with infinite
solutions, you may find you won't get the identification matrix and 0 is always equal to 0. You can actually define the set of solutions by allowing only \(z\) to be anything, and then, from other rows, resolve for \(x\) and \(y\) about \(z\): This will look like \(\display type \begin{align}1x+0y+.375z&amp;=5\\\0x+1y-
.875z&amp;=3\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ with all }z,\,\,\,\,\,\,0&amp;=0\end{align}\), so the solution set for \({x,y,z}\) is \(\displaystyle \{5-.375z,5-.375z,z\}\). (This may Less advanced for high school ) For systems with no solution, you'll get this where you can see that
you still don't have the identification matrix and 0 can never equal 1 word last row: Matrix applications can be used for multiple applications , including combining data, finding areas and solving systems. Here are some examples of those apps. Using Determinant to get area of a Triangle In your Geometry class, you can learn a neat trick where we can grab the area of a triangle using the
decision of a matrix. Let's say we have three coordinate points of that triangle, \(left( {{{a}_{1}},{{b}_{1}}} \right),\left({{{a}_{2}},{{b}_{2}}} \right)\), and \(left( {{{{a}_{3}},{b}_{3}}} \right)\). The formula for the triangular area surrounded by those points is: \(\displaystyle \text{Area of Triangle with points }\left( {{{a}_{1}},{b}_{1}}} \right),\,\left( {{a}_{2} (},{b}_{2}}} \right)\,\,\text{and}\,\left( {{{a}_{3}},{b}_{3}}}
\right)=\pm \frac{1}{2}\left| {\start{array}{*{20}{c}} {{{a}_{1}}} &amp; {{{b}_{1}}} &amp; 1 \\ {{{a}_{2}}} &amp; {{{}} {b}_{2}}} &amp; 1 \\ {{a}_{3}}} &amp; {{{b}_{3}}} &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right|\) ,-5} \right)\) and \(\left( {2.8} \right)\). Solution: Use the equation above to find the area: \(\displaystyle \begin{align}\pm \frac{1}{2}\left| {\start{array}{*{20}{c}} {{{a}_{1}}} &amp; {{{b}_{1}}} &amp; 1 \\ {{{a}_{2}}}
&amp; {{{b}_{2}}} &amp; 1 \\ {{a}_{3}}} &amp; {{{b}_{3}}} &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right|&amp;=pm \frac{1}{2}\left| {\start{array}{*{20}{c}} {-1} &amp; 3 &amp; 1 \\ 0 &amp; {-5} &amp; 1 \\ 2 &amp; 8 &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right|=\pm \frac{1}{2}\left( {-1} \right)\left( {-5\cdot 1-1\cdot 8} \right)-3\left( {0) \cdot 1-1\cdot 2} \right)+1\left( {0\cdot 8–5\cdot 2} \right)} \right we{1}{2} {29}{1}{2} only {29} take
positively because of the consciousness is positive. Matrix beg begance problem: The following matrix includes inventory of a shoe store piercing, clogs, and Mary Janes in small, medium, and large sizes: Stores want to know how much their inventory is worth for all shoes. How should we set matrix human beings to determine this best way? Solution: The secret to these types of problems is
to line up what's right (flip-flops, clogs and Mary Janes), and that will be in the middle as we age. This way our size will line up. Another way to look at it is that we need to line up what goes through the first matrix with what comes down to the second matrix, and we will end up with what comes down to the first matrix for this kind of problem. Our matrix will look like this, even though our tables
look a little different (I did this on Computer): We'll have $1,050 worth of small shoes, $2315 worth of medium shoes, and $1255 worth of large shoes for a total of $4620. A Human Matrix Word Problem: A grain distributor wants to know the nutritional content of different mixtures of almonds, cashews, and lakes. Her supplier has provided the following nutritional information: Almond Cashew
Pecans Protein (g/cup) 26.2 21 10.1 Carbs (g/cup) 40.2 44.8 14.3 Fat (g/cup) 71.9 63.5 82.8 Her first mixture, Mixture 1, consisting of 6 cups of almonds, 3 cups of cashew nuts and 1 cup of ply lake. Her second mixture, Mixture 2, consists of 3 cups of almonds, 6 cups of cashew nuts and 1 cup of ply lake. Her third mixture, Mixture 3, consists of 3 cups of almonds, 1 cup of cashew nuts and 6
cups of ply lake. Determine the amount of protein, carbs and fat in a 1 cup serving of each mixture. Solution: Sometimes we can just put the information we have in the matrix to see what we're going to do from there. It makes sense to put the first group of data into a matrix with almonds, cashews, and lakes as columns, and then put the second group of data into a matrix with information
about almonds, cashews, and lakes as rows. In this way, the columns of the first matrix lines up with the rows of the second matrix, and we can perform matrix inso nhanity. In this way we remove the number of cups of almonds, cashews, and lakes, which we do not need. Here's the information we have in the form of tables/madgs: Then we can human the matrix (we can use a graphing
computer) because we want to end up with the amount of Protein, Carbs and Fat in each mixture. The product of the matrices consists of rows of Protein, Carbs, and Fat, and columns of the Mixture 1, Mixture 2, and Mixture 3 mixtures: \(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\\cancel{{\text{Almonds, Cashews and Pecans}}}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{Mixture 1, Mixture 2 and Mixture 3
}\,\,\,\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{Mixture 1, Mixture2 and Mixture 3}\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\{array}{{{20} }} {\text{Protein}} \\ {\text{Carbs}} \\ {\text{Fat}} \end{array}\,\,\,\left; {\begin{array}{array}{{20}{c}} {26.2} &amp; {21} &amp; {10.1} \\ {40.2} &amp; {44.8} &amp; {14.3} \\ {71.9} &amp; {63.5} &amp; {82.8} \end{array}} \right]\,\,\,\,\,\,\times \,\,\cancel{{\start{array}{{*{20}{c}} {\text{Almonds} \ {\text{Cashews}} \\ {\text{Pecans}}
\end{array}}\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 6 &amp; 3 &amp; 3 \\ 3 &amp; 6 &amp; 1 \\ 1 &amp; 1 &amp; 6 \{array}} ,\,\,\,\,\,\,=\,\,\start{array}{{{{20}{c}} {\text{Protein}} \\ {\text{Carbs}} \\ {\text{Fat}} \end{array}\ ,\,\,\left[ {\start{array}{{{20}{c}} {214.7} &amp; {160.2} \\ {389.9} &amp; {389.9} 403.7} &amp; {251.2} \\ {704.7} &amp; {679.5} &amp; {776} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) But we have to
be careful, since this amount is for 10 cups (add down to see them will receive 10 cups per mixture in the second matrix above). Additionally, notifications the cup unit canceled when we did the matrix singling (grams / cups cup time = grams). To get the answer, we must divide each answer by 10 to get grams per cup. Bold numbers are our answer: Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Protein Mixtures (grams)
230.3/10 = 23.03 214.7/10 = 21.47 160.2/10 = 16.02 Carbs (grams) 389.9/10 = 38.9 403.7/1010=40.37 251.2/10 = 25.12 Fat (grams) 704.7/10 = 70.47 679.1 5/10 = 67.95 776/10 = 77.6 Matrix Word Problem when Tables are not Given: Sometimes you will get a matrix problem from where only numbers are given; these are quite difficult. Here's one: An outbreak of Chickenpox hit local public
schools. About 15% of male and female juniors and 25% of male and female seniors are currently healthy, 35% of male and female juniors and 30% of male and female seniors are currently ill, and 50% of male and female juniors and 45% of male and female seniors are chickenpox bearer. There are 100 male juniors, 80 male seniors, 120 female juniors and 100 female seniors. Using two
mamn and a matrix equation, find out how many men and how many women (no need to divide by class) are healthy, sick and carriers of the disease. Solution: The best way to approach these types of problems is to set up a few manually calculations and see what we're doing. For example, to find out how many healthy males we will have, we will set up the following equation and perform the
calculation: \(.15(100)+.25(80)=35\). Similarly, to find out how many women are carriers, we can calculate: \(.50(120)+.45(100)=105\). We can say that this looks like a matrix. And since we want to end up with a matrix of men and women by being healthy, sick and carrying pathogens, we know it will be 2 x 3 or 3 x 2. But since we know that we have both juniors and seniors with men and
women, the first matrix will probably be a 2 x 2. That means, to perform matrix human beings, the second matrix containing %'s of students will have to be 2 x 3, as there are 3 types of students, healthy (H), sick (S) and carriers (C). Notice how the percentage in the rows in the second matrix adds up to 100%. Also note that if we add the number of students in the first matrix and the final
matrix, we give 400. We can give the following matrix cause: \(\displaystyle \start{array}
{l}\,\,\,\,\,\,\\\\\\\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\,\\\\,\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\,\,\,\\,\\,\\,\,\\,\\,\,\,\\\\\\,\,\\,\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\\,\\\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\\\,\,\,\,\the
text{H}\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\,\,\\,\\,\,\,\\,\,\\,\\,\,\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\\,\,\\,\,\\,text{,\,\,\text{C}\\\\start{{{20}{c }} {\text{Male}} \\ {\text{Female}} \end{array},\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} {100} &amp; {80} \\ {120} &amp; {100} \end{array}} \right]\,\,\times \,\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} \,\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} \\ {\text{Senior}}
\end{array}\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {.15} &amp; {.35} &amp; {.50} \\ {.25} &amp; {.30} &amp; {.45} \end{array}} \right]\,\,=\,\left[ {\start{array}{*{20}{c}} {35} &amp; {59} &amp; {86} \\ {43} &amp; {72} &amp; {105} \end{array}} \right]\start{array}{{*{20}{c}} {\text{Male}} \\ {\,\,\,\,\,\text{Female}} \end{There will be 35 healthy males, 59 sick males, and 86 carrier males, 43 healthy females, 72 sick
females, and 95 carrier females. Pretty smart! Matrix upon diagonals is the answer: The first table below shows the points awarded by the judges at a state fair for a crafts competition for Brielle, Brynn, and Briana. The second table shows the number of numbers used for the difficulty level for each section that the girls create. Find the total points for each girl in this contest. Solution: This is a
bit more complicated because it looks like we have two 3 x 2 (table) matrices, but we just want to end up with three answers: total points per girl. If we were to do the matrix multiplication using the two tables above, we would get: \(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\cancel{{\text{Quilting, Butter and Knitting}}}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{Brielle, Brynn and Briana
}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{Brielle, Brynn and Briana}\\\,\,\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\text{Brielle}} \\ {\text{Brynn}} \\ {\text{Briana}} \end{array}\,\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {16.4} &amp; {19} &amp; {17.5} \\ {12.4} &amp; {13} &amp; {16} \\ {15} &amp; {20} &amp; {17.5} \end{array}} \right]\,\,\,\,\,\times \,\,\,\cancel{{\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\text{Quilting}} \\ {\text{Butter}} \\ {\text{Knitting}}
\end{array}}}\,\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 2 &amp; 3 &amp; 1 \\ 1 &amp; 2 &amp; 3 \\ 2 &amp; 1 &amp; 2 \end{array}} \right]\,\,\,\,=\,\,\,\,\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\text{Brielle}} \\ {\text{Brynn}} \\ {\text{Briana}} \end{array}\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {\color{#800000}{{86.8}}} &amp; {104.7} &amp; {108.4} \\ {69.8} &amp; {\color{#800000}{{79.2}}} &amp; {83.4} \\ {85} &amp; {102.5} &amp;
{\color{#800000}{{110}}} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) Hmm.... this is interesting; We end up with a matrix with the names of the girls as both rows and columns. It indicates that we have information that is not relevant in this matrix; we just need information where the girls' names line up. We only looked at the diagonal of the matrix to get our answer: Brielle had 86.8 points, Brynn 79.2 points,
and Briana 110 points. What we should really do with this problem is to use separate matrix human beings for each girl; for example, for Brielle, we should cause \(\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} {16.4} &amp; {19} &amp; {17.5} \end{array}} \right]\,\times \,\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} 2 \\ 1 \\2 \end{array}} {86.8} \right]\) and so on. Oh, no harm is done; and now you will know what to do if you see
these types of Matrix problem. Use Matrix to solve systems that solve problems from this with an equation system. Write the system, equation the matrix and solve: Find the number from the problem: The total of the three numbers is 26. The third number is the second two, and also 1 less than the first 3 times. What are three numbers? Solution: Translate each English word into Math that we
learned in the Problem From Number Section here. Let \(x=\) the first number, \(y=\) the second number, and \(z=\) the third number. Here are three equations: \(\begin{array}{c}x+y+z=26\\z=2y\\z=3x-1\end{array}\). Note that, in the final equation, a little more means putting -1 at the end (do this with real numbers to see why). We need to turn these equations into a form of matrix that looks like
this: \(\displaystyle \begin{array}{l}\,\,x\text{, }y\text{, }z\text{ coefficients}\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\,\,\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\left[array}{{{{20}{c}} {{{a}_{{11}}}} &amp; {{a}_{{12}}}} &amp; {{{a}_{{13}}}} \\ {{{a}_{{21} {12}}}} {{a}_{{22}}} &amp; {{{a}_{23}}} \\ {{{a}_{{31}}} &amp; {{{a}}} &amp; {{{a}_{a}_{{32}}} &amp; {{{a}_} {{33}}}} \end{array}} \right]\ ,\times \,\left[ {\begin{array}{{{\{20}{c}} x
\\ \begin{array}{l}y\z\end{array} \end{array}} \right]{11} {20}\ \\ {{{c}_{{21}}}} \\ {{{c}_} {{31}}}} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) We need to move everything around so that all variables (with the arguments in front of them) are on the left and the numbers are on the right. (It doesn't matter which side; just watch for negatives). If we only have variables in the equation, we put one in the matrix; if we
do not have a variable or a constant (number), we put a 0 in the matrix. We get: \(\begin{array}{l}1x\,...\\,1y\,+1z=26\\\\\\\\\,\,0x-2y+1z=0\\\-3x+0y+1z=-1\end{array}\) and in matrix form: \(\displaystyle \start array{} l}, z\,\,\text{coefficients} \,\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\,\\\\\\left[\\\left[ {\\\\ start{array{}{array*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 1 \\0 &amp; {-2} &amp; 1 \\ {-3} &amp; 0 &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right]\,\times
\,\left; {\begin {array}{{{{20}{c}} x \\ \begin{array}{l\y\z\end{array} \end{array}} \right]\ ,=\,\left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} {26} \\ 0 \\ {-1} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\). Place the matrix in the computer, and use the methods from above we get: The numbers are 5, 7 and 14. Much easier than finding it manually! A flower seller must make 5 identical Bridesmaid Bouquets System problems This is a
problem from linear equation systems and word problem sections; we can find it much easier to solve with a matrix. A flower seller is making 5 identical bridesmaid bouquets for a wedding. She has $610 to spend (including taxes) and wants 24 flowers per bouquet. Flowers priced at $6 each, tulips cost $4 each, and lilies cost $3 each. She wants to have double roses as 2 flowers combined in
each bouquet. How many roses, tulips, and lilies are in each bouquet? Solution: Look at the question being asked and determine our variables: Let\(r=\) the number of roses, \(t=\) the number of tulips, and \(l=\) the number of lilies. Let's put the money terms together, and also the counting terms together: \(\begin{array}{l}6r+4t+3l=610\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{(price of each flower times
number of each flower = total price)}\\r=2(t+l)\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{(two times the sum of the other two flowers = number of roses)}\\r+t+l=5(24)\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\text{(total flowers = 5 bouquets, each with 24 flowers)}\end{array}\) Now let's put the system in matrices (let's just use one matrix!) and on the calculator : \(\kiểu hiển thị \begin{array}
{l}\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\,\,\,\,\,\\,\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\,\\,\\\\,\\,\\\\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\,\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\\\,\\\\,\\\\,\\\\\,\\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\,\,\\\\\\\\,\\,\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\\\,\\\,\,\,\\\\,\\\,\\\,\\\,\\,\\,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\,\\,\\,\\\\\,\\,\,\text{constants}\\\left[\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 6 &amp; 4 &amp; 3 \\ 1 &amp; {-2} &amp; {-2} \\ 1 &amp; 1 &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right]\\,\,\\,\times \,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} x \\
\begin{array}{l}} y\\z\end{array} \end{array}} \right]\,\,\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {610} \\ 0 \\ {120} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) Đối với tất cả các bó hoa , we'll have 80 roses, 10 tulips, and 30 lilies. For a bouquet, we will have \(\displaystyle \frac{1}{5}\) of the flowers, so we will have 16 roses, 2 tulips and 6 lilies. An input issue: Input-output issues are seen in economics, where we can
have manufacturing industries for consumers, but also consumption for themselves. An application of the matrix is used in the analysis of this input-out, first proposed by Wassily Leontief; in fact, he won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1973 for this work. We can show the amount (proportional) the industry consumes in the matrix, such as in the following issue: The following matrix, or input-
output matrix, shows the value of energy and production consumed internally necessary to produce $1 energy and produce Corresponding. In other words, the value of energy produced (x for energy, y for production), 40 percent of it, or 0.40x paid to internal energy production, and 25 percent of it, or 0.25x paid for internal production. Of the value of manufacturing production, .25y pays for its
internal energy and .10y pays for internal consumption production. The input is the amount used in the output, and the output is the amount produced. \(\display style {\text{Energy }} \\ {\text{Manufacturing }} \end{array}\,\,\,\,\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {.40} &amp; {\,\,\\,\,\,\,\,\,\,25} \\ {.2 5} &amp; {\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,\,.10} \end{array}} \right]\end{array}\) (a) If the energy production capacity is $15
million and the production capacity is $20 million, how much of that is consumed internally to produce capacity? (b) How much energy and production must be produced to have $8 million worth of energy and $5 million worth of production available for consumer use? Solution: (a) If the production capacity is $15 million for energy and $20 million for production, internal consumption amount is \
(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{*{20}{c}} {.4} &amp; {.25} \\ {.25} &amp; {.10} \end{array}} \right\left[ {\begin{array}. {*{20}{c}} {15} \\ {20} \end{array}} \right]=\left[ {\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} {11} \\ {5.75} \end{array}} \right\). $11 million of energy is consumed internally and $5.75 million of production is consumed internally. This makes sense, for example, because we are taking the proportion of
internal energy consumed (.4) with energy production capacity ($15 million) and adding to the ratio of energy needed for internal production (.25) by production capacity ($20 million) to get the total amount of energy needed or internally consumed ($11 million). Then we do the same for production. (b) The amount of energy and production produced to have $8 million worth of energy and $5
million worth of production available to consumers (not internal) use is addressed using the following equation (we want what's left after internal consumption, so it makes sense) : \(\displaystyle \left[ {\begin{array}{{{{{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]-\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} {.4} &amp; {\ \.25} \\ {.25} &amp; {\,\,\,.10} \end{array}} \right]\left[ {\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]=[left[
{\begin{array}{{{20}{c}} 8 \\end{array}} \right)\). {start{array}{{*{20}{c}} x \\ y \end{array}} \right]\), we can use the formula \(X={{\left( {I-A} \right)}}{{-1}}}}}}D={\left( {\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} 1 &amp; 0 \\ 0 &amp; 1 \end{array}} \right]-\left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} } {.4} &amp; {.25} \\ {.25} &amp; {.10} \end{array}} \right)} \right)}^{{{-1}}}}}left[ {\begin{array}{*{20}{c }} 8 \\ 5 \end{array}} \right]=\left[
{\begin{array}{{{{20}{c}} {17.7} \\ {10.5} \end{array}} \right\). The two industries must produce $17.7 million worth of energy and produce $10.5 million, respectively. Learn these rules, and practice, practice, practice! For practice: Use the Mathway widget below to try a human matrix problem. Click Send (blue arrow to the right of the problem) and click Matrix To see the answer. You can also
type in your own issue, or click three dots in the upper-right corner and click Example to dig down by topic. If you click Tap to see the steps or Click here, you can sign up at Mathway for a free trial, and then upgrade to a paid subscription at any time (to solve any math problems!). About linear programming - you're ready! Ready!
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